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Over the years, i have painted and potted for my own pleasure 

and the need to express. Professionally a Human resource 

Management practitioner and lecturer in the UK, art became 

a way of life on moving to singapore. Primarily self taught, i 

completed various short courses at Hampstead institute of art, 

London, studied traditionally from James Holdsworth, (British 

artist based in singapore) for three years and was mentored by 

australian artist David Kelly for a further four years. My oeuvre 

spans oil, acrylic and mixed media painting, installation, video and photography. i have created art 

pieces for Hindustani classical music projects, book covers and run workshops. My artworks are 

in private collections in the UK, Usa, switzerland, Dubai, india, australia and singapore.  

responsible for curating several significant and perceptive 

exhibitions in india and abroad, and giving a name to some of 

the most upcoming and influential artists, photographers and 

sculptors, alka Pande is currently engrossed as the Consultant 

arts advisor and Curator of the visual arts Gallery at the india 

Habitat Centre, New Delhi. an art critic, cultural theorist, teacher, 

curator, and an author, alka Pande has been passionately involved 

with the world of art for nearly three decades. a prolific writer on 

indology and art history, alka has authored several well-acclaimed books, with a few in foreign 

language translations. recipient of the Charles Wallace award in 1999-2000, alka completed 

her post-doctoral studies in critical art theory from Goldsmith College, University of London. in 

December 2006, she was awarded Chevalier dans l’Ordre des arts et des Lettres – Knight of the 

Order of arts and Letters – award bequeathed by the French government, to recognise significant 

contributions in the fields of art and literature, besides being conferred the ‘amrita shergil samman’ 

and the ‘australia india Council awards’.
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No NuMBer No NAMe

‘A heap of broken images, where the sun beats, 
And the dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief, 
And the dry stone no sound of water. Only 
There is shadow under this red rock…’ 

— T.S. Eliot, The Waste Land, 1922

Thus wrote the inimitable T.S. Eliot in ‘The Waste Land’ attributing the season of spring to 
the resurgence of fond childhood memories and the emergence of flora and fauna from 
the bleak winter landscape, drying and withering to again fall to the ground as detritus in 
autumn. 

Debris, waste matter, discards, refuse, scrap, flotsam and rubble, wreckage: these are 
the words, which conjure up images of erasure, an obliteration from memory. But Kavita 
Issar Batra does just the opposite. She valourises detritus, she brings in the eco-sophy or 
the eco-philosophy of beauty with her unerring perceptive eye. 

Kavita experiences the ‘rasas’/juice of life in the dirt, dust, and detritus on the streets she 
walk. Through her mind’s eye, she visualises images and figuration, which many of us 
simply walk and gloss over. Thus, her solo show entitled ‘No Name No Number’ makes 
the invisible visible.

Kavita has found a magic formula to beat the incessant noise and bustle of the existential 
angst. In her daily morning walks, be it in Singapore or Delhi or in any part of the world 
she happens to be–akin to the cultural nomads, which we all have become–Kavita 
engages in a sort of creative exchange with the environment around her. She often stores 
memories of her contemplative walks and use them as landscapes of her mind to create 
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deeply intense abstract works on paper and canvas. The abstract works speak through 
colour and each colour evokes a distinct poignant expression. Each painting is infused 
with an intensity of excitement, where colour becomes the charioteer of the energetic 
transmission of ‘bhava’/feeling. 

Primarily an intuitive painter, Kavita neither maintains a sketch-book nor follows a formal 
structure in the making of her art. Episodes from memory coupled with her inventive mind 
fuels her work. It could be a piece of detritus picked up from a walk or a combination of 
refuse from the road, the texture of a leaf, a bark of a tree, that may become the starting 
point of her body of work. It could even be a pas de deux or fugiue in her memory, 
which then leads to the making of a an unusual composition. It could happen in a flash 
of a second or may just nestle, luxuriously, indolently in the recesses of her mind. 
Then ‘eureka’, that memory, that little piece of a fine imprint on the road she walks, or 
flickering sway of the leaf falling or that deep impression of burnt fading colour of the 
twig under the harsh brightness of the sun can suddenly come alive within minutes, it 
would have Kavita creating a brand new landscape/composition/portrait or simply an 
abstract painting. The play of colour which gets transformed into a brilliant artwork where  
‘No Number No Name’ becomes a definite entity with a title. 

Such is the magic of creative expression which Kavita has evolved through her own 
‘sadhana’/practice. 

Dr Alka Pande 
Spring 2019
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ArTIsT’s sTATeMeNT
There is more to nature and beauty than meets the eye…that which doesn’t fit the commonly 

held notions of aesthetics. The dismissive attitude to the organic and urban detritus is 
replicated in how we treat the nameless, numberless multitudes of people living and 
dying on the margins of our society. Countless people are collateral to the vagaries of 
life, despair besides wars, terrorism, famine, drought and other natural disasters. Other 
than their loved ones and perhaps appearing in the statistics in the news, most remain an 
abstract soon forgotten. In our growing population tsunami, many are swept along by the 
chaos around them, deprived of a sense of self or belonging. In the rush of contemporary 
urban life, we forget to pause or look beyond maintaining our comfortable lives. We 
swirl like leaves caught up in capricious winds rather than stepping back to respond in 
considered, thoughtful ways. 

‘No Number No Name’ is my ode to these unknown often dimissed and discarded beings 
found on the margins, the fringes… a moment of pause. 

The indelible leaning towards nature in my art is deeply influenced by the Uttarkhand 
mountains I grew up in; the English countryside my maternal family are from and the lush 
tropical foliage the Garden City of Singapore attempts to constrain and order. Ironically, it 
is in the concrete, often considered chaotic or sterile, urban spaces of the metropolises 
like Delhi, London and Singapore that I found my muse. It is almost like the natural detritus 
I come across, help me ‘ground’ myself and have become the alphabet through which I 
express my thoughts and emotions using the medium of painting, photography and other 
art making forms. 

This random detritus became my muse and a consistent source of inspiration, teaching 
me much about not just the physicality of materials but also their place in the harmonious 
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rhythm of life. Nature points to the peace, harmony and beauty that come with the 
acceptance of imperfection and impermanence. In contrast, society places a premium on 
perfection and an increasing rejection or denial of inevitable aging. 

Detached from their parent plant, these nameless flowers, leaves, seedpods, twigs, 
pieces of bark, etc. are dying, that process may take a long or short time. For us humans 
too, from the time we exit our mother’s womb, the only certainty is that we will die. Again, 
none of us know how long what we call ‘life’ will last. We too are changing from infants 
to children to adulthood and then old age. Observing this dissonance, the focus of my art 
evolved into giving voice to the ignored and the discarded, finding beauty and meaning 
in it. 

Entirely process led, my painting allows for an intuitive response, the outcome rarely 
in mind on starting. With little control on the end result, the possibilities are endless, 
culminating in absolutely unique artworks that acknowledge the elements of nature and 
their impact on both, humans and the inspirational detritus. In turn, it is hoped that you, 
the viewers will reflect on and connect with the artwork but also perhaps question your 
attitude and awareness toward the world around. 

‘You use a glass mirror to see your face. You use art to see your soul.’ (George Bernard 
Shaw).

Kavita Issar Batra 
Spring 2019
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CANVAs

On the wings of ‘kalpana’/imagination, Kavita re-imagines the detritus and paints 

some alluring and seductive images on canvas. The serendipitiously found detritus 

on her walks at dawn have much to do with these renditions, emerging as they are 

from her mind’s eye, a sort of sixth sense, which she applies to view the macro 

elements of these scattered pieces of debris, besides carefully examining the micro. 

In the large canvases, she painstakingly uses colours in unhurried strokes. Over a 

period of time, Kavita’s compositions on canvas imbued with a constant dyamism 

see a change in the manner of applying paint with the creations becoming more 

reflexive, akin to an epiphany on the constantly evolving environment around us.

‘No Mud No Lotus’ is a signature piece of the set of various canvases by Kavita. 

As Thich Nhat Hanh, articulates ‘Both suffering and happiness are of an organic 

nature, which means they are both transitory; they are always changing. The flower, 

when it wilts, becomes the compost. The compost can help grow a flower again. 

Happiness is also organic and impermanent by nature. It can become suffering and 

suffering can become happiness again.’ By applying this Buddhist philosophy of 

rejuvenation from that which is decaying and decomposed, Kavita’s canvas reflects 

this very spirit of the circle of life, which is inevitable for all living beings.
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No Mud No Lotus • 168x204 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Beyond Gender I • 110x80 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Beyond Gender II • 110x80 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Grass in Blue • 96x74 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Grass in White • 110x81 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Reading between the Lines • 104x77.5 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Once upon a Clearing • 102x76 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Floral Notes • 98x61 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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In that Place • 110x78 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Not a Flower • 90x66 cm framed and 68x40 cm unframed • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Each Day We are Born Again • 66x90 cm framed and 40x70 cm unframed • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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The Fish Pond • 76x101.5 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Within and Without • 76x100 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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In Monk’s Robes (Trash Tribe #5) • 76x100.5 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Garden by the Bay • 110x81 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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The Window Sill • 98x60 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Offerings • 100.5x63.5 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Where have all the Flowers Gone I • 98x161 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Those were the Days • 60x98 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Blues in the Studio • 71x106 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath ‘Couplet I’ • 87x104 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2019
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath ‘Couplet II’ • 81.5x102 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2019
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath ‘Couplet III’ • 81.5x102 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2019
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When will we Ever Learn #1 (Trash tribe #3) • 74x96 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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A Long Thing and a Thank You • 132x32 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018
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Tree • 204x168 cm 
Mixed media on canvas  
2018
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On the Shore at Low Tide • 184x156 cm • Mixed media on canvas • 2018



PHoToGrAPHs

Contemporary times have witnessed an interesting phenomenon wherein the 

iPhone operates as sketch-books for the artists. But not for Kavita–while the iPhone 

is her constant companion at work or walks, she uses the iPhone as a documenter 

of photography and her own personal records of her paintings, which are posted on 

Instagram, from where Kavita engages with the outside world. As Kavita walks in 

Delhi, Singapore or elsewhere during her journeys to different parts of the world, her 

iPhone becomes her drawing board. With the press of a button, she paints, draws, 

sketches and documents the image, which her eye sees, her mind processes and 

voila, the painting emerges! The exhibition features 18 photographs from Kavita’s 

mind’s eye.
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6566 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 5.4.2017 • New Delhi
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5518 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
6.3.2017 • Singapore

2151 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
23.8.2018 • Singapore

6759 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
23.1.2019 • Singapore

0263 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
12.8.2017 • Panchkula
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5705 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
19.8.2018 • New Delhi

8976 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
4.7.2017 • New Delhi

7430 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
9.2.2019 • New Delhi

6252 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
9.1.2019 • Singapore
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6346 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 12.1.2019 • Singapore
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5889 • 27x35 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 26.12.2018 • Panchkula

6436 • 27x35 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 2.4.2017 • Panchkula
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5185 • 27x35 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 7.12.2018 • Singapore
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0200 • 27x35 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 9.8.2017 • New Delhi
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4140 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
30.10.2018 • Panchkula

6430 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper 
2.4.2017 • Panchkula
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0822 • 35x27 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 9.9.2017 • Singapore



48

7044 • 27x35 cm • Hahnemuhle paper • 30.1.2019 • New Delhi



PAPer WorKs

The vibrant paper works, though smaller in format are infused with an unleashed 

energy, which come out with a searing force, urging the viewer to enter the 

frame and become part of her journey where Kavita finds beauty in the micro-

organisms, which are being decomposed with a stirring stillness. The most recent 

amongst these are the linkages between the daily observations of her walks and 

the engagement with urban landscapes, which she inhabits, a process which is 

interesting and enamouring all at once! 
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In the January Rain I • 76x56 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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The World Within • 40x30 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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In the Shadows I • 76x56 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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The Trash Tribe #2 • 56x76 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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When will we Ever Learn II (Trash Tribe Series #4) • 56x76 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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In the Jungle I • 55x75 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Where do they all Belong (Trash Tribe series #1) • 56x76 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Those Dark Spaces • 76x56 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Adagio (Albinoni) • 56x76 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2017
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath Couplet IV • 48x62 cm unframed and 64.5x79 cm framed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2019
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath Couplet V • 53x74 cm unframed and 70x91 cm framed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2019
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath Couplet VI • 47x62 cm unframed and 65x79 cm framed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2019
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Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath Couplet VII • 47x62 cm unframed and 65x79 cm framed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2019
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In the January Rain III • 42x60 cm • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018



65

So Dance I (Trash Tribe series #8) • 35x27 cm 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018

So Dance II (Trash Tribe series #9) • 35x27 cm 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Inward Seeking • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Cocooned in Thought 2018 (Trash tribe series #10) • 27x35 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper• 2018

Contemplation (Trash Tribe Series #7) • 30x42 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Where have all the flowers gone II • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Where have all the flowers gone III • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Where have all the flowers gone IV • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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In the Garden • 27x35 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Contemplation II • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Contemplation III • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Being V • 30x42 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #4 • 26x20 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #2 • 26x20 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #5 • 30x23 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #1 • 20x30 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #3 • 19x24 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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In Sepia #6 • 30x20 cm unframed • Acrylic on acid free paper • 2017
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Of the Night #25 • 25x32 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2017
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Still Life in Red I • 40x30 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2017
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Still Life in Red II • 40x30 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2017
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Life and Ladders I • 42x30 cm unframed 
Mixed media on handmade paper • 2018

Life and Ladders II • 45x30 cm unframed 
Mixed media on handmade paper • 2018
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Terrains we Travel • 30x21 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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The In Between I • 30x21 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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The In Between II • 30x21 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018

The In Between III • 30x21 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Interdependence • 27x35 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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The Storyteller II (Trash tribe series #9) • 27x35 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018

The Storyteller I (Trash tribe series #8) • 27x35 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Tumbling More • 40x30 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018

Tumbling • 42x30 cm unframed  
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Tumbling too • 42x30 cm unframed • Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Wonderful World I • 35x27 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Wonderful World II • 35x27 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018

Wonderful World III • 35x27 cm unframed 
Mixed media on acid free paper • 2018
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Tree of life in Ochre • 35x27 cm unframed • Mixed media on paper • 2018



VIDeos
Kavita continues her artistic journey with her iPhone capturing a slice of life. No 

longer looking downwards, Kavita shifts her gaze upwards opening herself to the 

song of the universe. That suspended leaf, held aloft by the invisible woven thread 

of a spider, glistens and shines in reflecting the sun’s rays.

Kavita while continuing to gaze upwards, captures the complex weaving of the 

spider in the wide expanse of an unusual space, moving up, almost heavenwards, 

balancing literally sans gravity.

The videos are Kavita’s ode to the ‘magic of nature’.
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The Many Legged Magician • iPhone Video • 3.11.2018 • Panchkula

Twirling • iPhone Video • 7.10.2018 • Singapore





oDe To THe urBAN INDIAN fooTPATH AND  
THe ACCoMPANyING CouPleTs 2018/ 2019

Kavita Issar Batra continues to shuttle between the two countries: India, the land of her birth and 

Singapore, the city she inhabits–the strong ties between her childhood spent in the mountains 

of Uttarakhand, and latter years in Delhi-Chandigarh have remained intact, along with her time 

in London. Kavita has keenly observed the rapid change of Delhi. The scale of development, 

population expansion, monumental infrastructural changes have all contributed to its unimagined 

metamorphosis. It thus was natural for Kavita to exhibit in Delhi. 

“If you look at a single tree or a forest, the green leaves and the wooded trunk are inescapable. It 

is a thick tangible nebulous mass. The moment one looks at the ground, the leaves, flowers, fruits 

change and re-emerge as the colours of a painting. This holds true for the people in a crowd also. 

The features lose their distinctive quality unless one consciously lays eyes on the individuals,” 

says Kavita.

Naturally, the centre piece of the exhibition ‘Urban Indian Footpath’ celebrates the teeming mass of 

people that migrates to earn a living, reach a place or simply live and move around their dwelling. 

Kavita’s casual visit to a park from her yesteryears brought back heaps of memories. As if time had 

come to a standstill. Though it was perhaps serendipitious that the houses around it have not been 

swapped by the modern day apartment blocks–trees, bushes, creepers have been a mute witness 

to the cosmetic changes occuring, both at a physical or tangible plane and also at an intangible 

plane. “It was the torso-like tiles that as I followed the path around, held my gaze captive, conjuring 

up a vision of the human masses that make up our Indian cities,” says Kavita.
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Image overleaf: Ode to the Urban Indian Footpath • 3 panels • 300x140 cm (each) • Mixed media on canvas • 2018/19

5695 • 19.2.2018 • New Delhi
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ACKNoWleDGeMeNTs

We are all interdependent beings and there is a magic in the connects that this brings. As 
Margaret J Wheatley so aptly said ‘Everything in the universe only exists because it is in 
relationship to everything else. Nothing exists in isolation. We have to stop pretending we 
are individuals that can go it alone.’

My first solo exhibition in India, ‘No Number No Name’ would not have been possible 
without the universe showering blessings along with the co-operation, encouragement 
and effort of so many people; without their giving of themselves, their talents their love 
and support. I cannot mention all by name but please know I am deeply appreciative. 

Dr Alka Pande, this journey would have been perilous without your magic wand, keen eye, 
professional knowledge and precious friendship. I have learned and grown so much under 
your guidance navigating unknown waters. 

Ms Kiran Nadar–for generosity with your time, your faith and support through this; my 
grateful thanks. 

The team in New Delhi–in answer to a prayer, Monica Arora; Poonam Goel; the team at 
the Visual Arts Gallery–Saurabh Rai, Aditi, Suprabha and the other staff; Mr Rajesh Gupta 
and his team at Archana Press; Usha Negi and Sanjay Kumar for technical layout of the 
catalogue; Rajeshji and team stretching the canvas works; Ram Lalji and team for framing 
the rest; Laxman for photograph printing; Bharati, Ira, Anindita, Bal Mukundji and the team 
at Chintan; Matinee Classic for video stitching; Apurva Kackar and Soumya at KNMA; 
Suhas Gaurav and his team for administrative support; my brother Sunil Issar, Ketaki 
Narain, Kunal Batra, Radhika and Ashok, Sanjiv and Preminda, Lalita for their support.
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My incredible mother in law Mrs Usha Batra, sister-in-law Aruna Gidwaney and all the 
staff at C-379 for holding me in their hearts and opening up their home to the art invasion. 

The team in Singapore–Bryan Loke for the invite and flyer design; Swati Godbole Fanthome 
for photographs and cataloguing; Dolores for keeping the house running in my various 
absences. Devyani Dutt, Nupur Bahadur Vanitha Shankar, Anu Raju for their support.

Arjun, Tarak, Avani, Basil, Bella and Fishies Batra at No 43 for being my battery pack, 
letting me fly and yet keeping me grounded through it all. 

For my beloved parents Satish and Juliet Issar who ‘walk’ with me each day. 

As His Holiness Tenzin Gyatso, The 14th Dalai Lama said: ‘I believe that to meet the 
challenges of our times, human beings will have to develop a greater sense of universal 
responsibility. Each of us must learn to work not just for oneself, one’s own family or 
nation, but for the benefit of all humankind. Universal responsibility is the key to human 
survival. It is the best foundation for world peace.’

Kavita
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Over the years, i have painted and potted for my own pleasure 

and the need to express. Professionally a Human resource 

Management practitioner and lecturer in the UK, art became 

a way of life on moving to singapore. Primarily self taught, i 

completed various short courses at Hampstead institute of art, 

London, studied traditionally from James Holdsworth, (British 

artist based in singapore) for three years and was mentored by 

australian artist David Kelly for a further four years. My oeuvre 

spans oil, acrylic and mixed media painting, installation, video and photography. i have created art 

pieces for Hindustani classical music projects, book covers and run workshops. My artworks are 

in private collections in the UK, Usa, switzerland, Dubai, india, australia and singapore.  

responsible for curating several significant and perceptive 

exhibitions in india and abroad, and giving a name to some of 

the most upcoming and influential artists, photographers and 

sculptors, alka Pande is currently engrossed as the Consultant 

arts advisor and Curator of the visual arts Gallery at the india 

Habitat Centre, New Delhi. an art critic, cultural theorist, teacher, 

curator, and an author, alka Pande has been passionately involved 

with the world of art for nearly three decades. a prolific writer on 

indology and art history, alka has authored several well-acclaimed books, with a few in foreign 

language translations. recipient of the Charles Wallace award in 1999-2000, alka completed 

her post-doctoral studies in critical art theory from Goldsmith College, University of London. in 

December 2006, she was awarded Chevalier dans l’Ordre des arts et des Lettres – Knight of the 

Order of arts and Letters – award bequeathed by the French government, to recognise significant 

contributions in the fields of art and literature, besides being conferred the ‘amrita shergil samman’ 

and the ‘australia india Council awards’.
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In the rush of 
contemporary urban life, 
we forget to pause 
or look beyond maintaining 
our comfortable lives. 
We swirl like leaves 
caught up in 
capricious winds...

A solo exhibition of 
paintings, photographs, 
video and installations.
28 MARCH – 6 APRIL 2019
VAG India Habitat Centre, 
New Delhi

asks you to pause 
and consider.
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